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Lessons Learned:

25 Years of chasing fish in Latin America…



 “Tour” of Site and Watershed
 Description of Project
 Brief Updated SEM context
 TMDL analysis and context
 Progress and Next Steps



Location, 
south of San 
Francisco, San 
Mateo County 
Coast

Pescadero-Butano 
Watershed

Size: 
• Drains 

approximately 
20 mi2

• Annual 
rainfall @35”

• Q2=@1000 cfs



Upper watershed logging, 1930’s/40’s Upper Watershed, current typical view

 Short, steep coastal basin, drains steep 
forested slopes to relatively flat middle 
and lower (Project) section.

 Steep terrain, fractured and weathered 
bedrock= high sediment load from 
upper watershed elevated further via 
heavy historic timber harvest





 Enters the Pacific Ocean near the town of Pescadero via 
Pescadero Marsh and Lagoon, a 320 acre brackish and 
freshwater wetland downstream of project site, a very 
significant resource



Agricultural activities in lower reaches:

• Reach is straightened, 
steepened, significant 
incision

• Additional sedimentation 
from gullying



A Peaceful Coastal Community…

Photo showing Butano Creek flooding Pescadero
Creek Rd (Half Moon Bay Review, 5/3/12)



 Project came about due to a convergence of:
 Pressure to solve flooding and fish passage problems study 

commissioned
 Sensitive species concerns, 
 Review of Cluer and Thorne’s USEM: ID of 0-stage channel as 

an equilibrium, high-value stage
 TMDL Analysis: elevated sediment supply, historic connected 

complex sediment storing floodplain and current, 
disconnection/incision/conversion to sediment source

 POST ownership of project site parcel, allowing us to build 
project



 Where on Process 
Domain?
 Primarily in “Transfer” zone
 Likely setting for a Stage 0 

reach

 Channel Stage
 3 or 4, incising, widening or 

arrested



From the SEM, Figure 8 from Cluer and Thorne (2013):



Figure 4 from Cluer and Thorne (2013)



TMDL Context:

Sediment budget findings

Historical analysis findings

Watershed in process of CWA 303d listing for sediment



15

– Sediment delivery to channels has increased by @ 2.5x  over 
historical

– Channel incision is a major sediment source, especially 
significant  due to direct input and associated loss of storage

– Historical floodplains are disconnected from the creek and are 
no longer able to store sediment, now they are a source

– 10,000 tons/yr that used to deposit on floodplains is now 
transported downstream to the marsh

– Elevated sediment loads  are expected to continue



Pre-European Valley

• Large swampy meadows along lower 
channel

• Meandering/multiple channels and 
overbank sediment deposits

• Accounts of historic floods, which 
inundated the entire valley and 
destroyed the newly-built Pescadero

TMDL Historical Analysis findings
Current Valley:

• Loss of swampy meadows/floodplain 
disconnection

• Incised and widening channel

• Increased sediment supply  and 
downstream shift of deposition

Area where sediment 
deposited historically
(green and yellow 
areas)

Area where 
sediment 
deposits
now

Area changed 
from storage 
to delivery



 Overall Approach:
 Reconnect 110 acre floodplain via roughening of @550 ft channel 

segment
 More frequent floodplain inundation
 Provide sediment storage capacity
 Floodplain/wetland/off-channel habitat restoration
 Some downstream flood attenuation

 How:
 Add roughness to the channel in the form of Engineered Log 

Jams, connections to relict side channels and a roughened rock 
ramp upstream

 Hypothesis:
 Jams/roughness will force sediment deposition, aggrade channel, 

and reactivate floodplain/force channel evolution



2014



2014



2014



1915



1- Engineered Log Jam
2- Small Engineered Log Jam 
& Connector Channel

3. Small Engineered Log Jam

4. Engineered Log Jam

5- Roughened Channel/Rock Ramp



2 Yr Floodplain Inundation at Butano Creek 
Project Reach, existing and post-project:



 65% Design complete
 Permitting underway
 Final Designs- Late Spring/Summer 2016
 Construction- Summer/Fall 2016



 Complete Design and Construction
 Assessment and adaptive management
 Learn Lessons, perhaps report back to RRNW!
 “How much is enough” Analysis
 Sediment supply reduction
 Additional floodplain and channel restoration?
 Downstream Marsh/Lagoon work
 Road reconstruction (Causeway? Bridge?)



 A very exciting and important project
 If successful, example of process 

restoration accommodating working 
lands

 It may teach us a lot. 





[Pescadero Marsh and the Lagoon, 2010
Copyright (C) 2002-2013 Kenneth & Gabrielle Adel  
California Coastal Records Project

Thanks!
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